ESL (INTEGRATED) (ESLINTG)

ESL (Integrated) (ESLINTG) 98
Intermediate Integrated ESL
This is an integrated reading/writing course at the intermediate ESL Level designed to increase students’ receptive and productive command of written English. The focus is on grammatical structures, as well as reading and composition at the intermediate level. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
*ESL Placement Test or Consent of Department Chairperson.*
6 Lecture hours. 6 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** HW, TR

ESL (Integrated) (ESLINTG) 99
High Intermediate ESL
This is an integrated reading/writing course at the high-intermediate ESL level designed to increase students’ receptive and productive command of written English. The focus is on sentence structure, reading and authentic texts, and essay writing. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
*ESL Placement Test or Grade of C or better in ESLINTG 98, or Consent of Department Chairperson.*
6 Lecture hours. 6 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** HW, TR

ESL (Integrated) (ESLINTG) 100
Advanced Integrated ESL
This is an integrated reading/writing course at the Advanced ESL Level designed to increase students’ receptive and productive command of written English. There is a review of sentence structure and sentences connection; extensive reading of authentic texts, including academic ones; and frequent essay-writing. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
*ESL Placement Test or Grade of C or better in ESLINTG 99, or Consent of Department Chairperson.*
6 Lecture hours. 6 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** HW, TR